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T = -0.35, DF = 19,  p = 0.73 T = -0.58, DF = 19,  p = 0.57

Fig. 1. A-B

• (A) Single pulse TMS (120% RMT, left DLPFC, 80 trials). Perceptual reports of loudness of the TMS 

“click” and intensity of scalp sensation followed each condition, and vertex N100-P200 was quantified 

using LMFA area under the curve. 

• (B) Three experimental conditions: No Masking, Standard, and Full. 

Fig. 2. Sensory modifications reduce auditory perception and scalp feeling as well as vertex N100-P200. 

• (A) Perceptual ratings of loudness and sensation on scalp with Standard and Full masking, shown as a 

percentage of ratings taken after the No Masking condition. We report a reduction in loudness and scalp 

sensation across the three conditions.

• (B) TEPs of central ROI, averaged over all subjects (error bars are standard error). 

• (C-D) LMFP area under the curve for central ROI averaged over N100 (C) and P200 (D) time windows. AUC is 

reduced in N100 and P200 time windows across the three conditions. 

• Pairwise comparisons suggest Full reduces perception of loudness and scalp sensation, and vertex N100-P200 

compared with No Masking, and that Full reduces perception of loudness and P200 compared with Standard

masking. Comparisons between No Masking and Standard were non-significant for all measures. 

• The sensory experience of transcranial 

magnetic stimulation (TMS) can evoke 

an N100-P200 complex in EEG at the 

scalp vertex. 

• These high-amplitude sensory 

components can be problematic for 

interpreting the TMS-evoked potential 

(TEP).

• How experimental modifications that 

have been proposed to suppress these 

components interact and optimally 

suppress auditory perception, scalp 

sensation, and vertex N100-P200 is 

unknown.

We quantify perceptual and 

electrophysiological (vertex N100-

P200) consequences of different 

sensory masking techniques during 

TMS to DLPFC.

Conclusions
• Full masking (foam, noise, over-the-ear-protection, unjittered ISI) is superior to Standard masking (foam, noise, jittered ISI) for 

reducing perception of “click” loudness, scalp sensation, and vertex N100-P200.

• Auditory masking, foam, or ISI timing modifications may be minimally effective at suppressing vertex N100-P200 when used alone.

• Neither using foam nor an unjittered ISI altered TEP in early time window (14-86 ms) from an ROI local to DLPFC 

• stimulation target.
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*p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001N=20

Sound (F(2,57)=16.05, p<0.0001)

Scalp sensation (F(2,57)=4.99, p=0.01) N100 (F(2,57)= 3.64, p=0.03) P200 (F(2,57)= 9.40, p=0.0003)

Fig. 3. Auditory, somatosensory, or ISI timing 

modifications are minimally effective strategies. 

• (A) Auditory masking conditions

• (B) TEPs from the central ROI 

• (C-D) LMFP area under the curves for N100 and P200. 

Marginal reduction in P200. No reduction in N100.

• (E) No foam and foam conditions 

• (F) TEPs from the central ROI (G-H) LMFP AUCs. No 

effect of foam on vertex N100 or P200.

• (I) Jittered and unjittered ISI conditions (J) TEPs from the 

central ROI (K-L) LMFP AUCs. Non-significant reduction 

in N100, and a significant reduction in P200.

N100 F(2,57)=1.27, p=0.29
P200 F(2,57)=3.10, p=0.05

N100 T=1.86, p=0.08, CI=-7.53, 126.32
P200 T=3.84, p=0.0011, CI=78.04, 265.46

Fig. 1. C-F

•Neither foam (C-D) nor unjittered ISI (E-F) altered the short latency TEP (14-86 ms) that is local to 

DLPFC stimulation site (error bars are standard error). 

N100 T=-0.29, p=0.78, CI=-46.96, 35.58
P200 T=-0.83, p=0.42, CI=-122.55, 53.09
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